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Celebrating the proficiency of Keystone Velocity
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
Through the first half of 2017 there has been a
different feeling about the sport. Perhaps there
was a necessary hangover from the past year,
where records were shattered and epic confrontations were the norm, not the exception.
As the calendar shifts to July, there’s an
eerie feeling that we’re not going to get even
a taste of the exceptional we witnessed a year
ago.
Just look at the current facts on the table
and ask yourselves how we can possibly replicate the vintage aged pacing ranks?
Always B Miki, Wiggle It Jiggleit and
Freaky Feet Pete were the three main attractions at this time last year and carried their
impressive credentials through the fall for the
most part.
Last Saturday’s Ben Franklin final and
consolation lacked the star power going in
and is not likely to create much buzz going
out. Not only were the all three missing from
the final, with Wiggle It Jiggleit still sidelined
and Freaky Feet Pete, at least over the last
two weeks, looking nothing like the horse that
raced at Pocono a year earlier, but the race
winner will not move on to the next chapter in
New Jersey.
Keystone Velocity has been an exceptional
story on the racetrack this year. The 9-yearold, a $3,000 yearling, the least expensive from
Western Hanover’s last crop, came through in

10%

the final strides to take down the $500K Franklin and push his bankroll above seven figures.
“This horse missed nearly two years due
to an owners dispute,” said Rene Allard, his
trainer, in the winner’s circle after Saturday’s
race. “We paid a lot for this horse.”
The purchase came last fall and the rise of
the horse this year may be some giving Allard
more credit than he deserves.
“This horse paced a 1:48 2/5 mile in the mud
here,” said Simon Allard, the winning driver.
“He’s a great horse.”
Keystone Velocity was perhaps on the verge
of greatness years before teaming with Allard.
In 2014, a full three years from the Franklin
victory, he competed in the George Morton
Levy series at Yonkers with little fanfare. A
few months later he returned at a lower class
with an eye-catching 1:50 4/5 mile at Yonkers.
That race would be his last for nearly two
years. Once back on the track, Keystone Velocity scored at Pocono in 1:48 2/5 in but his third
start off the bench.
Attrition has paved the way for Keystone
Velocity’s success, as has father time that
allowed him to mend from whatever injuries
had occurred, and perhaps even an owner
dispute as the current trainer indicated.
Regardless of what kept Keystone Velocity
from the racetrack for a few years, there is
no disputing that his ability has always been
present. In 2010, his freshman campaign,
Keystone Velocity finished third in the Metro
eliminations at Mohawk, though that wasn’t
enough to make the final that year. He even
closed out his season racing in a late closer at
The Meadowlands.
With the stage shifting to the Haughton
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Keystone Velocity is the leading older pacer in the country
CONTINUED from page 1

at The Meadowlands next week, Keystone
Velocity will not be in the race. His ineligibility is directly related to Jeff Gural’s stance
barring certain individuals he feels isn’t in
the best interest of racing.
Unfortunately for racing fans on this occasion, the exclusion hurts the race and the
track and flies directly in the face of the kind
of races and stories Gural himself wished to
see when he invoked his 4-year-old rule a few
years back.
From humble beginnings Keystone Velocity’s career story prior to joining the Rene
Allard stable is good enough to promote.
His success since joining it is not really that
much of a surprise, since we’ve seen countless horses of his age imported over the last
few years have the same success. Look at the
rise of horses like 2016 Levy winner Bit Of
A Legend N or his stablemate the 8-year-old
Mossdale Conner N. Both of those had immediate impacts on the aged ranks. Even Christen Me N, now a 9-year-old, looks like he’s just
about ready to turn the corner and compete
against the best.
Why not Keystone Velocity?
When you paint all with the same brush
there’s no room for exceptions or exclusions.
Keystone Velocity simply got the job done
this year. He’s won and lost races while showing consistency throughout. He can race on
any size track and appears as comfortable on
the front or racing off a helmet. His exclusion
in key races is simply not in the best interest of a sport struggling to find any horses
that the public can identify with. This is a
remarkable story that should be told even if
some people don’t want to hear about its most
recent chapter.
JAYWALKING: Going into the James
Lynch final the race looked quite competitive. Elimination winner Tequila Monday
had the pole, rival Idyllic Beach drew outside
and Fan Hanover winner Bettor’s Up was in
between. Someone even made large wagers
on Misqued, who was even-money for a long
time before eventually drifting up to 9-1. But
the star of that group turned out to be Agent
Q, who put in a particularly powerful performance for driver David Miller and trainer
Aaron Lambert. Agent Q was first-up for a
long way and towed the Fan Hanover winner
the final half. In the stretch Agent Q was
impressive, finishing her mile with a 27 3/5
quarter on a track that saw horses slow the
final panel all night.

Simon Allard salutes Herve Filion after the win with Keystone Velocity.

Nikki Sherman

Random thoughts as we celebrate our Independence
CONFESSIONS
By Keith Gisser
I am really glad the U.S. Trotting Association did not pull the plug on Northfield Park
on June 30, as it had threatened. I don’t have
all the details of the dispute, just the gist of
it, and I have no desire to take sides. Nor do
I know what the resolution will be. Nobody
at Northfield seems to want to talk. But had
the USTA knocked them off the E-Track
network, the $185,000 Cleveland Trotting
Classic would not have happened this past
Saturday.
As it has recently, and as it did in its golden
days, Northfield put on a heck of a show
and the Open Trotters put on a better one
as Crazy Wow got the win over Resolve and
Obrigado. These three may end up doing
battle all season long and right now, the
Open Trotting division seems to be a lot more
exciting than the Open Pacers. Resolve has
beaten Crazy Wow, JL Cruze and Obrigado.
Crazy Wow has beaten Resolve, JL Cruze
and Obrigado. JL Cruze has beaten Crazy
Wow. And Obrigado has been second or third
in three starts, beaten by Crazy Wow and
Resolve. This could be good. Really good.

Fear The Dragon fiasco

It’s a long season, but Fear The Dragon
has certainly stamped himself as the favorite in the 3-year-old pacing colt division. He
is seven of eight with a second in a meaningless elimination race. Come Little Brown Jug
time, he would have home field advantage. As
long as he keeps his head number on.
The Meadowlands has implemented out of
competition testing for many of its top stakes
races. I am not necessarily a fan, but I am
willing to be convinced. A few things I do
know: If samples are going to be taken from
remote locations (whether within 150 miles
or further), there better be a protocol for
proper chain of possession. There also needs
to be fairness to all horses, regardless of
where they train, and to all trainers, regardless of reputation, size of stable or money in
the bank. I fear that this is a good idea poorly
conceived, but I will wait to pass judgement.
And that was my opinion before Bruce Trogden spoke.
Apparently Fear The Dragon’s owner
(Trogden) also has some issues with the rule.
He says he was considering supplementing to
the Meadowlands Pace, but found the specifics of the rule untenable. “I told Jeff that I
thought his 150 mile two-week stabling rule
was totally unfair to somebody from Ohio
and there was no way I would do that to my
horse. For the good of the sport I might have
supplemented, but that was the clincher in
deciding to stick to his original schedule.
Jeff admitted that his rule had unintended

Derick Giwner

John Campbell is greeted by Charlie Keller after winning his last Meadowlands race.
consequences, but was not willing to change
it,” Trogden said in an e-mail to the media. “I
told him that although I am totally supportive of out of competition testing, that his 150
mile rule was totally unfair and in fact, I
think, illegal.”
So Gural says the rule has problems.
Trogden says the rule has problems. Seems
simple. Fix them. The road to perdition is
paved with good intentions.
[Editor’s Note: Here is Jeff Gural’s release
to the media: “While we can appreciate Mr.
Trogdon’s position, everyone else has accepted
the terms of our out-of-competition testing
program and is ready to race. We host nearly
$12 million in stakes races at the Meadowlands
and no other harness track produces nightly
wagering handle at our level. We achieve all of
this without purses that are inflated by money
from alternative gaming. Most importantly,
we care about the integrity of our races, especially our signature events. If that makes us a
“B Track” as Mr. Trogdon alleges, I would like
to know what an “A Track” is.”]

Respect for Lady Shadow

Our sport has a built-in bias against distaff
pacers. There are far fewer top dollar races
offered for them than for the boys. And equivalent races (where they do exist) are often for
less money. But no horse in the sport has
been more impressive to me so far this year
than Lady Shadow. She has shown that she
is versatile, able to go gate-to-wire or rough
it on the outside before powering to the lead.
Granted, it is just four starts so far. But right
now, she gets my #1 poll vote over Fear the

Dragon. Barely.

Good Luck John Campbell

John Campbell and I have had our media
disagreements over the years. But he has
always been more than willing to discuss
those issues and explain where he stood,
and more importantly, why. It is a rare trait.
Campbell is the classiest individual I have
ever known in this sport, and that includes
some pretty rare company. The funny part
is that even though he is retiring from driving, where he has been highly influential, he
has a chance to be even more influential in
his “retirement job.” Most folks retire and get
jobs as WalMart greeters, or spend their time
fishing or golfing. Not Campbell. He is taking
the reins (or is it the lines) of the Hambletonian Society. Tom Charters did an amazing
job with that organization for many, many
years, but Campbell brings a unique perspective. With his love for the Grand Circuit, his
historical understanding and his time on the
racetrack, he is the perfect person to take
over, despite the big shoes to fill. Good luck in
your “retirement” John.
In fact, with so many railbirds, horsemen
and pundits calling for a National Racing
Czar, Campbell might be the only person in
the sport that nearly everyone could agree
on. Even me. But perhaps he would disagree.
Stakes season is heating up. Go Cash.
NOTE: I will have my Handicapping
Herpetologist program at Vernon Downs
Saturday, July 22 from 6:30-9:30 and at Tioga
Downs Sunday, July 23, from 1-4. Stop by and
say hello.

Lyons Snyder is ready to ‘Graduate’ with Zeron at the controls
By Jay Bergman
It’s been an up and down year for Lyons
Snyder but trainer Jimmy Takter hopes there
are more ups along the road as the 4-year-old
by Well Said looks for a major prize in Saturday’s $240,000 Graduate Pace series final at
The Meadowlands.
“He’s a goofy horse,” said Takter, mostly
responding to the various trips and finishes
that Lyons Snyder has endured this year. His
effort in the Graduate leg at Mohawk on June
3 won’t have many people remembering his
name, but Lyons Snyder set the table in Dr J
Hanover’s record 1:46 4/5 mile. As a matter
of fact, Lyons Snyder was the 1-2 favorite on
that occasion and only managed a fifth-place
finish.
“He’s got lots of ability,” said Takter.
“We’ve had some issues with him whacking his knees but I think we have that under
control now.”
After Lyons Snyder didn’t qualify for the
Ben Franklin final he was entered in last
Saturday’s consolation, and with that event
brought the return of Scott Zeron to the
sulky. Last year Zeron had much success
with Lyons Snyder but eventually had scheduling conflicts that took him elsewhere.
Zeron’s return appeared to work some sort
of magic as Lyons Snyder roared past the
aged veteran Luck Be Withyou impressively

Asked
& Answered
By Ryan Macedonio
@Trotcast
Why does everything have to be absolute?
Why can’t we pull the good out of something,
toss the garbage, add some pizzazz, and
boom, a new better idea comes to fruition.
That’s what comes to mind when thinking
about Jeff Gural’s “150 Mile Radius Out Of
Competition Testing” (OOCT) rule.

RIGHT
-All horses should be available 24/7 for OOCT
-ALL state licensed vets/racetracks should be official sites and be able to take samples for OOCT

in a 1:49 2/5 clocking in the Franklin consolation at 30-1.
“I wasn’t that surprised,” said Takter of the
victory. “Scottie gets along well with him.”
Takter mostly feels that it’s a tough assignment for any 4-year-old to go against the best
aged horses in North America and he believes
the return to just his age bracket could prove
advantageous on Saturday.
“I think it’s a good spot for him,” said
Takter.
That spot will be post two in the 10-horse
field carded as race 11 on the Meadowlands
program.
Dr J Hanover has won only twice this year
but both of those came in Graduate series
legs. The one-time $300,000 yearling, now
a gelding, followed up his 1:46 4/5 all-time
Canadian best mile with an equally impressive wire-to-wire 1:48 3/5 victory at Tioga on
June 11. After taking a few weeks off, Dr J
Hanover returned for trainer Tony Alagna
with a sharp 1:50 3/5 qualifier at The Meadowlands this past Saturday with Scott Zeron
in the bike. Doug McNair will be on hand
Saturday to guide Dr J Hanover from post
four.
There have been a lot of seconds this year
for Boston Red Rocks, four to be exact, but the
Rocknroll Hanover-sired stallion could be
ready for a victory despite landing post eight.
Boston Red Rocks was used extremely hard

getting the lead in the Franklin final last
week at Pocono from post eight and managed
to finish fourth against all aged performers.
Prior to that he played bridesmaid to Dr J
Hanover in two Graduate legs.
Check Six’s last win came more than two
months ago in the opening Graduate leg at
The Meadowlands. An 11-time winner as a
sophomore, Check Six will have to overcome
post nine on Saturday.
Sintra returns from Ontario for trainer
David Menary and seems primed for the final.
An impressive 1:49 1/5 open length winner in
the first Graduate leg in May, Sintra returned
after a three week absence with a 1:50 2/5
score at Mohawk last Saturday. Jody Jamieson will accompany the altered son of Mach
Three from post six.
Takter’s other entry in the Graduate, Western Fame, has been more consistent than his
stablemate but drew outside in post 10 for the
final. Nevertheless the gritty Western Idealsired stallion has been tuning up for the final
racing over the half-mile track at Yonkers
where he finished a solid third behind Ben
Franklin winner Keystone Velocity on June
17.
Rounding out the field for the Graduate
final are Artmagic (post 1), Roll Away Joe
(post 3), Seeley Man (post 5) and Manhattan
Beach (post 7).

Right & wrong of Out of Competition Testing
-All horses in a race should be present and
together if there is testing/detention
-Meadowlands has an $11 Million Stakes
program . . . if you want to race for it, stable
close to it
-Stakes conditions need to continually be
updated each year, so that when you pay into
a Stake, there are no questions of OOTC and
requirements.
-Stop saying, “what about my horse and me?”
Start saying “How can the 10 horses, trainers,
drivers, owners in this race work together to put
on the best show before, during and after the
race for the fans and horseplayers?”

WRONG
-Uneven amounts of testing and/or targeting
certain horses or trainers
-Conditions and requirements change after payments and commitments have been made

UNFAIR
-Trainers/Owners shouldn’t have to pay extra
individually for OOTC, it should come from
Stakes Payments, Horsemen’s Associations,
and Racetracks
-Horses traveling long distances for OOTC,
when it can be done at their home track.

FAIR
-Trainers are present during testing

Athletes either move their families each
time they sign with a team, or travel alone.

They rarely have both. If you want to race
for the big money, sacrifices have to be made
on family, travel and home life. Home field
advantage is a real thing! Travel, hotels,
food, sleep, etc. are important and can affect
the outcome.
MMA fighters will live in Denver for five
months before a fight to prepare. There
are stables everywhere across the country. All trainers have decisions to make,
and all make sacrifices, but no one feels
sympathy when you are competing for big
purses.
I didn’t hear Anthony MacDonald
complaining about traveling to Pocono from
Toronto to race in a PA Stakes, even though
he lives in Toronto and he bought PA sired
horses. He promoted the races Sunday
night and I even checked the results to see
how he did. I didn’t see much from anyone
else . . . just saying.
I’m pretty sure Anthony knows his geography and knew that he had to travel sevenplus hours BEFORE he bought and staked
his horses. If you’re privileged enough to
compete in a race for big money, promote
and market your own sport! Otherwise,
build your own racetrack and race for
combined entry fees with other owners,
with no coverage, no fans, and see how long
that lasts.

Saturday Meadowlands $50K Pick 4 Analysis
EDITOR’S EYE

and make an informed decision. For the sake
of this ticket I’ll include them since I’m keying
a horse in the last race.

By Derick Giwner

Race 10 - Non-winners $15,000 in last 4

@DRFHarness
I can’t tell a lie. There is nothing to get
excited about when it comes to this year’s
Meadowlands Pace elimination. But that is
hardly an indication of what lies ahead on
July 15 or the wagering opportunities available this Saturday at The Meadowlands.
Once you get past the fact that (1) Huntsville should dominate the Pace elimination at
1-9, the realiziation sets in that the race for
second is quite contentious. Although this
column was meant to provide a pick 4 play,
I’ll throw out (10) Filibuster Hanover as my
choice to complete the exacta.
Without further delay, let’s jump into the
pick 4.

Race 9 - $240,000 Graduate Trot Final
Both Graduate Finals on the card are very
competitive and should ensure that the $50,000
guaranteed late pick four pays handsomely.
(3) TROLLEY finished second in the Earl
Beal last year while competing against the
best 3-year-olds in the sport. His season was
cut short and only now are we starting to see
the talent level of this son of Donato Hanover.
With an inside post and the versatility to win
from on or off the pace, let’s give him the edge.
(1) BROADWAY DONNA isn’t known for her
blazing speed off the gate, so I’m giving her a
pass for the eighth-place effort in the Armbro
Flight where she couldn’t rally off a slow half.
She should make her presence felt tonight. I’m
on the fence whether to use (5) DAYSON and
(9) MARION MARAUDER in the pick four. Of
course they are both capable, but I see both as
underlays in the field. Thankfully this is the
opening leg so you can check the tote-board

Here is a tricky call. Do we go all in on (6)
WAKIZASHI HANOVER and expect his class
will allow him to dominate this group or realize he hasn’t gone a big mile in a couple of years
and bet against? I’m of the opinion that he is
hustled away and comes up big but I’m not sold
on it enough to key him. (4) MAXDADDY BLUE
CHIP raced well in his first start off the barn
change and should prove a major factor with a
small step forward. (7) BUSHWACKER faded on
a tiring track at Pocono last week. He is better
than that and can rebound in a big way.

Race 11 - $240,000 Graduate Pace Final
(4) DR J HANOVER is clearly in form and
has a bit of a tactical edge with high early
speed. As long as McNair keeps him out of
trouble, I expect him to have a big shot. (2)
LYONS SNYDER has always been a talented
horse that doesn’t always show up. His last
effort was solid and Scott Zeron seems to
get along with him nicely. (8) BOSTON RED
ROCKS can’t buy a win this year but hasn’t
exactly been bad. If they mix it up a bit and he
is sitting second or third-over, I’d definitely
want him on my tickets. (6) SINTRA has been
fantastic at times; worth using.

Race 12 - $7,500/$10,000 Claiming
(4) MR JULIAN went a strange mile but got
the job done to win his fourth straight last
Saturday. He’s in another new barn and that
change comes with a top catch-driver this
week; shouldn’t miss a beat.

.50 Pick Four Ticket:
1,3,5,9 / 4,6,7 / 2,4,6,8 / 4 = $24
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Sky is the limit for Tim Tetrick-driven
Breeders Crown starters Huntsville, Walner
By Derick Giwner
From 2007 to 2013 driver Tim Tetrick was on
top of the Harness Racing world. Horses under
his control earned over $120 million during
that span as he led North America in earnings in each season. While Tetrick has been
replaced at the top of the heap for the last two
years by Yannick Gingras, the 35-year-old has
renewed horsepower in the form of Huntsville
and Walner that could vault him back to the
front of the line.
Although sitting $1,074,183 behind Gingras
on the earnings leaderboard in 2016, Tetrick
will be odds-on to win the $600,000 Breeders
Crown events for colts on both the trot and
pace at The Meadowlands on Saturday night.
In Huntsville he has the co-fastest 2-year-old
pacer of all-time, sharing a 1:49 mark with
Sweet Lou (2011) and fellow Crown finalist
Downbytheseaside. Not to be outdone, Walner
is the fastest rookie trotting colt in history,
stopping the timer in 1:51 3/5 at the Red Mile
in early October.
To have one top 2-year-old with the potential
to dominate the following year is phenomenal.
To seemingly have the opportunity to drive
the winter book favorite for the Hambletonian
and top pacing events like the North America
Cup and Meadowlands Pace is a dream come
true.
“I did have American Jewel and Heston Blue
Chip at 2,” said Tetrick, recalling the top filly
pacer and colt, respectively. “They were both
really good and ended up being really good at
3, but these are my top two that I’ve had so far.”
Tetrick is no stranger to driving champion 2-year-old colt pacers. In 2012 he guided
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Derick Giwner

Tim Tetrick guided Huntsville as they tied
a world record for 2-year-old pacers with a
1:49 win at the Red Mile.

Captaintreacherous to 8 wins in 10 starts and
nearly $1 million in earnings. The duo came
back at 3 to dominate the division with over $2
million in earnings and a 16-13-2-0 record.
Huntsville may have a way to go before being
mentioned in conversations with Captaintreacherous, but for Tetrick, he’s on the right
path.
“He’s close,” said Tetrick on how Huntsville compares to Captaintreacherous. “You
can’t knock Captain because he won everything. This horse hasn’t done it yet in his early

For more information or to place an ad, contact Derick Giwner
at dgiwner@drf.com or 212-366-7709.
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Pinkman returns;
Ariana G to Del Miller;
Nutcracker Sweet talk
By Jay Bergman
Jimmy Takter had some time to reflect
on the past and look ahead to the near
future. He gave his thoughts on a few
horses not racing this weekend.
“Ariana G came out of the Beal in good
shape,” said Takter. “It was a tough trip
for her but I’d rather see her race on the
outside the way they did and hold on to
third than to see her roughed up early
and have horses pass her late.”
After drawing post eight for the Beal
final, the lone filly in the race had a lot to
contend with and it appeared as if driver
Yannick Gingras was more cautious
leaving the gate with her than he is at
times with other post-time favorites.
“I think if Ariana G had drawn
seven (where race winner Devious Man
started from), I think Yannick would
have driven her differently and she
could have won,” said Takter.
“You saw what happened to horses like
Idyllic Beach and Downbytheseaside on
Saturday. Horses weren’t getting home
well, the track was tiring,” said Takter.
“I didn’t want her to finish like that.”
With the Del Miller (7/15 at The Meadowlands) next on her dance card, Ariana
G will look to bounce back against
female competition.
Takter seemed excited about the
return of 2015 Hambletonian winner
Pinkman, who is in to qualify this
Saturday at The Meadowlands. “He’s
had a lot of issues,” said Takter of Pinkman. “But I trained him a mile last
week at The Meadowlands in 1:55 and he
was very good. That’s an excellent mile
for him because he’s usually a little
sleepy training. He’s going to need a few
starts but I’m very happy the way he’s
come back.”
There were plenty of eyes on
Nutcracker Sweet this past Friday at The
Meadowlands and most were amazed
with the performance of the 2-year-old
full brother to Bettor Sweet and halfbrother to Sweet Lou.
“He was very impressive,” said Takter.
“He’s done everything right from the
start.” Nutcracker Sweet paced a 1:52
mile coming first over on the back half
and scorching his final quarter in 26
seconds for driver Tim Tetrick. “Tim
likes him,” said Takter, who was more
impressed with how Nutcracker Sweet
won the race than the final time.
“He’s going to race at Harrah’s (Philadelphia) next Thursday,” said Takter of
Nutcracker Sweet, a $150,000 Harrisburg yearling last fall.

Mac’s Jackpot faces tough task vs. Huntsville in Pace elimination
By Ken Weingartner
Jim Campbell hopes Mac’s Jackpot can cash
in with a strong performance in Saturday’s
Meadowlands Pace elimination.
Mac’s Jackpot is among 10 horses in the
$50,000 elimination at the Meadowlands
Racetrack, where the top seven finishers will
advance to the $700,000 final on July 15. They
will be joined in the final by three bye recipients based on seasonal earnings: Downbytheseaside, Classic Pro, and Miso Fast.
Dan Patch Award winner Huntsville, last
season’s top male 2-year-old, is the 9-5 morning line favorite in the Meadowlands Pace
elimination. Filibuster Hanover is the 4-1
second choice, followed by Blood Line at 5-1.
The elimination winner will draw from post
one through six for the final.
First race post time is 6:30 p.m. Saturday.
The card also includes the $240,000 finals of
the Graduate Series for 4-year-old trotters
and pacers, the $41,880 Reynolds for 3-yearold female trotters, and the seasonal debut of
Hambletonian contender Walner in a conditioned race.
Mac’s Jackpot, who will have David Miller
in the sulky and is 10-1, heads to the Meadowlands Pace elimination off a career-best 1:50
2/5 win in a division of the Tompkins-Geers
Stakes at Tioga Downs on July 2. In his previous start, Mac’s Jackpot was beaten by a head
in the consolation division of the North America Cup at Mohawk.
“He raced real good at Tioga,” Campbell
said. “This is a different level, but he’s a good
gaited big strong colt. He’s got the speed and
everything, we just hope he can take it to the
next level. Dave’s going with him Saturday
and Dave gets along good with him. We’re
hoping he can continue to put in a good race.”
Mac’s Jackpot was bred by owner Jeff
Snyder, who is a record three-time winner
of the Meadowlands Pace. Mac’s Jackpot is
by Somebeachsomewhere out of the O’Brien
Award winning mare Michelle’s Power. He
hails from the same family as Snyder’s first
Meadowlands Pace winner, Cam’s Card
Shark, as well as 2012 Canadian Horse of the
Year Michael’s Power.
For the year, Mac’s Jackpot has won three of
nine races and earned $84,950. For his career,
the gelding has won seven of 23 starts and
banked $180,079.
“It’s going to be a tough field,” Campbell said
about the Meadowlands Pace elimination.
“Huntsville stands out in there, but anytime
you’re racing in a race like the Meadowlands
Pace there are always horses that step up that
maybe don’t look as good in the program.
There’s never an easy spot. There’s never
an easy spot at the Meadowlands, it doesn’t
matter what the class is.”
Mac’s Jackpot is not Campbell’s lone stakes
hopeful in action Saturday. The trainer will
send out two-time Dan Patch Award winner
Broadway Donna in the Graduate final for
trotters.
Broadway Donna, the only female in the
nine-horse Graduate field for trotters, is 5-1

Ken Weingartner/USTA

Mac’s Jackpot is 10-1 on the morning line in the Meadowlands Pace elimination.
on the morning line. Marion Marauder, last
year’s Trotting Triple Crown winner and
Trotter of the Year, is the 5-2 choice from post
nine while Trolley is 3-1 and Dayson is 4-1.
In her most recent start, Broadway Donna
finished eighth in the Armbro Flight Stakes
for trotting mares at Mohawk. Campbell
said Broadway Donna suffered from tying up
(muscle cramping) while in Canada and looks
better since returning to his stable’s base in
central New Jersey.
Broadway Donna has won one of five starts
this season, with the victory coming in a
preliminary round of the Graduate, and has
hit the board a total of four times. For her
career, the Fashion Farms bred and owned
lass has won 17 of 27 races and earned $1.25
million.
“She didn’t have a good week that last week
up in Canada,” Campbell said. “She seems to
be happy to be back in New Jersey. She acts
good, everything like that. We’ll see how she
goes. Marion Marauder is the one to beat in
there, but there are a few other horses in there
that can go along pretty good too.”
There are three $25,000 eliminations of the
Sheppard, with Jo Pa’s Way at 9-2 in the first
division and Matinee Fashion at 15-1 in the
third. The first two finishers from each elimination plus the two fastest third-place finishers return for the $110,500 final on July 15.
Jo Pa’s Way, a son of American IdealMarie’s Z Tam owned by Emposimato Stables,
makes his debut after two qualifiers, one at

Harrah’s Philadelphia and the most recent at
Yonkers. He finished sixth at Yonkers, timed
in 1:59 4/5.
“It’s kind of a strange situation with him,”
Campbell said. “We haven’t really gotten
a fair reading on him. His first qualifier he
locked up on a line and flipped his palate. His
next one was a qualifier at Yonkers and he
was against older horses. He’s a really good
gaited colt and he trained down nice. At least
he’s had a go around Yonkers, which I think
is an advantage. We’ll get a better reading on
him on Saturday.”
Fashion Farms-owned Matinee Fashion,
who finished fourth in his only start, meets
three horses with wins under their belts
in his elimination, including 2-1 favorite
Paprike Blue Chip. Matinee Fashion is a son
of Roll With Joe out of the mare Clara and
was bred by Yonkers Raceway President Tim
Rooney.
“He’s a nice big strong good gaited colt,”
Campbell said. “He went good in his one start
and he’s an easy going colt. He’s in what looks
like a pretty tough division, but he seems
like the type of horse that should go around
Yonkers good.
“I think it’s the toughest I’ve ever seen this
race,” Campbell added. “There are a lot of
good colts. It’s amazing how fast these 2-yearolds are starting off.”

-Courtesy of Harness Racing Communications, a
division of the U.S. Trotting Association. For more
information, please visit www.ustrotting.com

Weekend Stakes Spotlight
$240,000 Graduate Finals--4yoT&P (Races 9 & 11)
Featuring: Broadway Donna, Trolley, Dayson, Marion
Marauder (Race 9); Dr J Hanover, Sintra (Race 11)
Reynolds--3yoFT (Race 1)
PLUS: Walner (Race 2) & Lady Shadow (Race 7)

HOOSIER (6:30 p.m.)
Indiana Sire Stakes Final--3yoFP (Race 10)
Featuring: Rockin Racer
Indiana Sire Stakes Elims--2yoCT (Races 5, 7 & 9)
Indiana Sire Stakes Consolation--3yoFP (Races 8 & 12)

Derick Giwner & Matt Rose discuss the stakes action
from The Meadowlands on July 8.

Friday, July 7
HOOSIER (6:30 p.m.)

YONKERS (7:10 P.M.)
Sheppard Elimination--2yoC (Races 4-6)
Featuring: Lucky Leonard (Race 6)

Sunday, July 9

Indiana Sire Stakes Final--3yoCP (Race 11)
Featuring: Rock N Tony

buffalo (12:30 P.M.)

Indiana Sire Stakes Elims--2yoCP (Races 7,8,10 & 12)
Indiana Sire Stakes Consolation--3yoCP (Races 4 & 14)

NY Sire Stakes for 3yoCT (Races 3 & 5)
Featuring: Optimist Blue Chip (Race 3);
Stick With Me Kid (Race 5)

vernon Downs (6:45 P.m.)

pocono (7:30 P.M.)

NY Sire Stakes--2yoFP (Races 6-9)
Featuring: Hurrikane Shorty (Race 6)

PA All Stars--3yoCP&T (Races 1, 3-5, 7-8, 10-11)
Featuring: Last Gunfighter (Race 1); Rubio (Race 3);
Giveitgasandgo (Race 5); Donttellmeagain (Race 10);
Highalator (Race 11)

meadowlands (7:15 p.m.)
Kindergarten--2yos (Races 1,4,8 & 9)
NJ Sire Stakes--2yos (Race 2 + 3 Non-bettors)

Saturday, July 8
MEADOWLANDS (6:30 p.m.)
Meadowlands Pace Elim--3yoP--(Race 8)
Featuring: Huntsville

Monday, July 10
pocono (6:30 P.M.)
PA All Stars--3yoFP (Races 5, 8, 10 & 13)

yonkers (7:10 P.M.)
NY Sire Stakes--3yoCP (Races 2, 4-6)
Featuring: Funknwaffkes (Race 4); Heaven’s Gait (Race 5)
(All post times are E.D.T.)

